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With the deepening of China's economic reform ， the old planned economy 
basically occurs only in the role of a very narrow range ， the market is based on the 
traditional dominance of the exhibition industry to rely on executive orders to lose 
insure the survival of the entire economy. Thus， the need to survive the market 
makes the insurance companies realized establish vital customer-centric business 
philosophy. Insurance industry is digital -intensive industries， due to frequent 
changes in interest rates ， investment assets and stock ， the relevant policy is 
extremely timely， so how to maintain close contact with customers， improve 
customer satisfaction ， loyalty， and quickly to customers required to react quickly 
to provide customers with the most comprehensive support ; how to use the new 
information processing technology to enable business people can easily understand 
the customer situation promptly and background information ; how to use advanced 
analytical processing tools ，  understand the market demand ，  competition 
conditions， customer marketing ， service management systematic strategy of 
specialization and on the specific requirements of our customers to provide 
personalized quality pre -sale and after-sales service ， has become the focus of 
further development of the insurance company ; and all this can be through the 
implementation of customer-centric customer relationship management system to 
address system . Based on the above issues ， combined with JAVA development of 
technology design and implementation of the insurance industry ，  customer 
relationship management information system. The main contents are as follows : 
Based on MVC three-tier architecture and database design Microsoft 
SQLserver2005 the insurance industry and implemented a customer management 
system that covers customer management， six functional contact management， 
contact management memo ， quote management， transaction management ， 
Product management， etc. modules， covering the insurance industry customer 
management focus and core functions. 















customer management system functional requirements， system architecture design， 
functional design and database design . Basic information and settings for key 
functions ，  customer information management，  team building ，  sales ， 
scheduling ， etc.， given the system 's implementation environment ， interface 
design， implementation process ， and finally gives the functional and performance 
test results of the system. 
After the implementation of the projects for insurance practitioners to provide a 
complete customer information management capabilities and enhanced tracking 
service ， the ability to analyze information so that they can establish and maintain a 
series of collaborative relationships with customers and business partners ， thereby 
can provide more efficient and attentive service， increase customer satisfaction ， 
attract new customers while retaining existing customers， and ultimately increase 
turnover. 
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